COLOURFUL NURSING NECKLACE Pa ern by JaKiGu
{Materials and Supplies Needed}
6‐strand embroidery floss in 11 colours*
2mm crochet hook
Darning needle
Scissors
Two 4mm beads, optional

{Crochet S tches Used}
ch
sl st

chain s tch
slip s tch

sc
dc

*Note on colours: This necklace can be made in
countless colour variations. Use my colour choices as
inspiration to create something truly unique. For ref‐
erence, the colours used in my necklace are: Light
Purple, Dark Purple, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Light
Green, Dark Green, Light Yellow, Dark Yellow/Orange,
Light Red/Orange, and Dark Red for the circles; and
Brown for the chain.
*Note on size: Thread and hook size can be adjusted
to suit your needs (or to match what you have on
hand). Perle Cotton, fingering‐weight yarn, or crochet
cotton in sizes 20 and 50 worked with an appropriate
hook would all work great for this project. Don’t be
afraid to experiment.
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single crochet
double crochet
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{Work Process}
Crochet 10 circles in colours of your choice.
Round 1:
Round 2:
Round 3:

magic circle (or ch 2 and work the stitches of Round 2 into the second ch from the
hook)
ch 3 ‐ 13 dc into magic circle ‐ sl st into the third of ch 3 to join
ch 3 ‐ dc into the same space ‐ *{2 dc into each dc of the previous round}* 13 times
‐ finish off with a joining stitch:
1. Cut thread after the last double crochet and thread the needle with it.
2. Hold the circle right‐side up and run the needle away from you under both
loops of the 3rd chain stitch at the beginning of this round.
3. Then, insert the needle between the loops of the last stitch of the round, and
pull it out on the wrong side.
4. To secure the thread in place and to finish the circle off, run the threaded
needle first under several stitches on the wrong side in one direction and then,
run the needle in the opposite direction.
5. Cut off excess thread.

Pair and align finished crochet circles.
Place pairs of circles together, with wrong sides facing in and right sides facing out. Arrange the pairs of
circles in the order you want them to appear in the finished necklace.
Assemble the necklace.
Note: For a neater, more uniform look, you may want to crochet the necklace chain with a smaller size
hook (1.5mm works great). Work all joining single crochets with a 2mm hook.
Step 1:
Step 2:

Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:

Crochet 10 inches/ 25 cm worth of chain stitches.
*Holding the pair of circles together (wrong sides facing in), work single crochets
through both loops of both circles’ last row of double crochets around. Work one
more single crochet into the same spot as the first single crochet. Then, work a slip
stitch into the back loop of each of the 3 chain stitches closest to the joined circles
and a single crochet around the chain. Chain 20.*
*Repeat with the other 4 pairs of circles*
After securing the last pair of circles, instead of ch 20, go to Step 3.
Crochet 10 inches/25 cm worth of chain stitches.
(Optional) Attach a 4mm bead to the end of each chain.
Trim the ends.
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